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RESIDUALLY F^-GROUPS,  FOR MANY
PRIMES  p,  ARE  ORDERABLE

A. H. rhemtulla

Abstract.   It is proved that if G is a residually finite p-group,

for infinitely many primes p, then G can be linearly ordered.

Let FP denote the class of finite p-groups. It is well known that free

groups and free polynilpotent groups are residually Fv for all primes p.

It is also known that such groups can be linearly ordered ([2, p. 49],

[1, Theorem 4]). The purpose of this note is to prove the following general

result on the orderability of residually F^-groups.

Theorem. If G is locally a residually Fp-group for infinitely many

primes p, then G can be linearly ordered.

To prove the Theorem we shall need the following result.

Lemma. Let <xu 0 = 1, • • •, 2'i;y'=l, ••-,«) be nonnegative integers

such that 2j"=i v-ii>0 for all i. Let p be a prime such that p_(2<x)2" where

a=max{ociJ}. Then in any solution set to the system of 2n equations

2"=i£!jaI,x,=0 (modp) associated with signs e¿)=±l, x3=0(modp)

for some j.

Proof. We use induction on n. The result is trivially true when n=l.

Assume the result holds for n<m and let n=m. Let d=2m~1 and for any

integer r let r'=d+r. By renumbering the 2m equations, if necessary,

assume that ea=l, e¿i= —1 and e(j = erj for all i e {1, • • • , d} andy>l.

We produce a system of d equations in m— 1 unknowns satisfying the

hypotheses of the Lemma as follows. For any r e {1, • • • , d} we have

m

I «ri*! + 2 Erir*-riXi — 0 (mod p),
¡ = 2
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and
m

II — <xryXy + 2 eTiaLr,ixi — 0 (mod p).
3=2

As the rth equation of the new system pick: I if <xrl=0; II if a.^9^0 but

ar'i=0; 2í=2fir¿(ariar'3 + ar'iari):,í:j=0(mod/7)if a^Oand a^^O. Notice

that for any r if 2í=2 ar3 = 0 tnen ^=0 ip) and the Lemma is proved.

Thus we may assume that at least one coefficient of the rth equation of

the new system is positive. Let ß be the maximum of the coefficients of the

new system of equations. Then /3^(2oc2) so that /,^(2<x)2", = (4a2)2m~1^

(2/,)2™-1. Thus the hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied for this system

and, by induction, x,=0 (mod/?) for some/

Proof of the Theorem. We use a characterization of ordered groups

given by Fuchs [2, p. 34]. If x is an element of a group G and a a non-

negative integer, we write [x]* to denote a product of a conjugates of x

inG.

Suppose, if possible, that the Theorem is false. Then there exist elements

x¡^e (i= 1 ,-•■ ,ri) in G such that

(i) K"]"" • • • w-r" - e
for 2" values of i associated with signs eu=±l. Moreover 2"=i «¿j>0

for all i. Assume that n is the least such integer. Let a = max{octJ}. We can

assume that G is generated by the finite set of elements involved in the

equations given by (1), so that G is residually FB for infinitely many/?.

Choose a prime p>(2a)2" such that G is residually F» for this prime. Let

X=(xy, ■ ■ ■ , x®), the normal subgroup of G generated by xlt - - - , xn.

There exists K<]G maximal subject to G/Ke Fv, X^K.

Let 6 be the homomorphism G~*G¡K=G*, and let 9(xi)=ai, d(X) = A.

Then G* e FB, A^{e), and, by our choice of K, A is a minimal normal

subgroup of G*. Thus A is cyclic of order p in the centre of G*. By re-

ordering the suffixes, if necessary, assume that A = (üy), a¡=üys where

Ry=\, 0<ßj<p fory'=2, ■ ■ ■ ,m and j3,=0 forj>m. The 2n equations

given by (1) now reduce to the following.

afi^fmaßii = €y       j = lt . . . t mj j = y  . . . > 2\

If m<n, then from the 2" equations above choose 2m equations associated

with the 2m choices of signs e0=±l 0'=1, • • • , m) in such a'way that

for each ie {1, ■ • • , 2m} at least one tx^O in this set of 2m equations.

This is possible by our choice of n. The above equations now reduce to

m

2 «„a* A = 0 (mod p),        i = 1, • • • , 2m.
j=i
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The above equations satisfy the hypotheses of the Lemma and hence

j3}=0 (mod/?) for some f e {1, • • • , m). This is a contradiction and the

Theorem is proved.
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